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Wrestlemania XVIII
Date: March 17, 2002
Location: SkyDome, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Attendance: 68,237
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

This is a show where things have really changed a lot in a single year.
The Attitude Era is over and the Invasion has come and thankfully gone.
HHH is returning tonight to take the Undisputed Title which was supposed
to be his in the first place but he wasn’t back from injury yet. Instead
it went to Chris Jericho, who knew his days were numbered the second HHH
came back. The real main event here though is The Rock vs. Hulk Hogan,
who returned with Hall and Nash last month. This is the point where a lot
of the shows are fuzzy to me because a lot of the matches and feuds are
just filler. Let’s get to it.

Before the show Saliva performs Superstar. Eh I like the song so I can’t
complain. Also it’s not like they’re performing a rock version of America
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the Beautiful. That would just be stupid.

The opening video is about how Wrestlemania is the biggest show of the
year and what it means for your career to make it to this show. The main
focus is on HHH being back in the main event tonight.

Intercontinental Title: Rob Van Dam vs. William Regal

Regal is defending and this is during his Power of the Punch period. Van
Dam kicks him down to start before pounding away at the champion’s head.
The fans are all behind RVD here as Regal quickly loads up the brass
knuckles. RVD is ready for it though and kicks the knuckles away. A nice
jumping kick to the face takes Regal down again but a quick Five Star
attempt misses.

The champion takes it to the mat for a bit before a quick suplex gets
two. Regal puts on a quick chinlock but Van Dam flips out of it, only to
hit knees with Rolling Thunder. A nice butterfly powerbomb gets two for
Regal but Rob rolls him up before the Regal Stretch can go on. Van Dam
monkey flips Regal down but Regal blocks the stepover kick into a half
nelson suplex. Nicely done. Rob rolls to the floor and Regal follows,
where he finds the brass knuckles. The referee takes them away back
inside, but Regal pulls out a second pair. Not that it matters though as
RVD kicks him down and hits the Five Star to win the title.

Rating: B-. Nice opener here with some solid strikes from Van Dam and
even nicer counters by Regal. It’s also a good feeling moment for the
fans which should put them in a good mood for the rest of the show.
That’s what a good opener is supposed to do and it worked fine here.
That’s the first of Van Dam’s six IC Titles over his career.

Christian talks about not needing DDP or this city anymore. Also he’s
totally over those temper tantrums of his.

European Title: Christian vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Christian is challenging and he cranks up the heel levels here by saying
that he’s now from Tampa instead of Toronto. Page is very POSITIVE at
this point but he never worked in WWF. At the end of the day, Page grew



up in front of the WCW cameras instead of the WWF ones, so there was no
connection to the fans. He was just an old guy with a good finisher and
not much else.

Christian jumps Page to start but Page comes back with a nice over the
shoulder gutbuster before clotheslining Christian out to the floor. Back
in and Page pounds away in the corner, only to be dropped face first onto
the buckle. We hear about Page being the Cadillac driver at Wrestlemania
6 in this same building which is indeed a pretty cool story. They trade
slugs in the corner but Christian rams Page into the post to take over.

Back inside and Christian puts on an abdominal stretch followed by a
backbreaker for two. Christian goes up top but gets slammed from the
bottom rope (that’s a new one) as Page takes over. The discus lariat and
helicopter bomb get two each for the champion but the Cutter is blocked.
Another attempt out of the corner is countered into the reverse DDT for
two. Christian keeps himself calm though, only to walk into the Diamond
Cutter to retain the title.

Rating: C. Not quite as good as the first match but it certainly wasn’t
bad. The problem here was the same one I mentioned earlier: there’s
really no reason to care about Page. He’s not terrible but there’s
nothing about him that makes WWF fans interested in him. Christian was
still several months (and a big haircut) away from meaning anything as a
singles guy. Page would lose the title to Regal in two days and it would
be retired in July.

Post match Page says that was a good thing but Christian has a tantrum
anyway.

Rock says he wants Hulkamania to be running wild tonight. He asks Coach
if he took his vitamins this morning. Coach did, but he was too busy to
say his prayers. This doesn’t sit well with Rock so he demands some
prayers right now. Coach gets down on his knees. Coach: “What up G?”
Rock: “WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU??? GET OUT OF HERE YOU SICK FREAK!” Rock
says he’s running wild on Hogan tonight and tears his own shirt off. He’s
feeling it tonight.

Hardcore Title: Goldust vs. Maven



Maven is defending and this is another match with no real story to it.
Goldie jumps him during the entrance to take over quickly. A forearm off
the railing keeps Maven down and it’s cookie sheet time. We head inside
with Maven avoiding a catapult and hitting a kind of Van Daminator with a
trashcan and dropkick for two. Goldie neckbreakers him down for two and
busts out a shovel. Instead of using it though he whips Maven into the
trashcan for two. Goldust puts Maven down with a shot to the head….and
here’s Spike Dudley running in for the pin and the title. We’ve got a
running joke tonight and I’m not rating this nonsense.

Drowning Pool performs a song called Tear Away which “tells the story” of
the main event, which means we get a small video of the feud as they play
their song. This fills up like five minutes of the show, which combined
with the other performance earlier could have easily gone to another
match or extending one of the existing ones.

As could this, as in the back Crash and Spike are fighting again until Al
Snow and a referee come up in a golf cart. He misses both guys fighting
but here’s Hurricane swinging in on a rope to kick Spike down and win the
title.

After a don’t try this at home video, we recap Hurricane winning the
title. SERIOUSLY? On WRESTLEMANIA we’re wasting time like this?

Kurt Angle vs. Kane

Angle has the SWEET black singlet here. He rips on the Canadian figure
skating team that had a big controversy over winning a gold medal. Angle
says he’s a big red white and blue machine but here’s the interruption.
If there’s a reason for this match, it’s not important enough to mention
and I can’t remember it either. Apparently there’s something about Kane
having a concussion so Angle hits him with the bell before the….uh bell
actually.

A quick German suplex puts Kane down and Kurt stomps away. Kane gets up
and hits some right hands before stomping away in the corner for a bit. A
two handed chokeslam puts Angle down but he blocks the one armed version.
Angle comes back with a belly to belly suplex for no cover but it
scrambles Kane’s head again. Kurt chokes away on the ropes and a belly to



back suplex gets two. Off to a front facelock for a bit until Kane throws
Angle off to get a breather.

The side slam puts Kane down but Angle rolls some Germans to put him
right back down. A top rope clothesline puts Kane down again but the
second attempt lands on an uppercut from Kane. Both guys are down again
as the match slows down even more. Kane comes back with the big boot and
the tilt-a-whirl powerslam for two. Now the chokeslam hits but Angle
grabs the rope. Angle grabs the mask to confuse Kane and hits the Angle
Slam for two.

There’s the ankle lock for a bit which has made Kane tap before, but he
makes the rope this time. An enziguri puts Angle down and Kane goes up,
only for Angle to run the ropes for the suplex. The Angle Slam is
countered and Kane grabs a chokeslam, only for Angle to roll through into
a cradle. They botch said cradle but Angle improvises by putting his feet
on the ropes because he’s smart like that.

Rating: C-. This was just kind of there which hurt it a lot. Again, I’m
not really sure why these two were fighting. There was a mention of head
trauma for Kane but that was never elaborated on at all. Also it didn’t
really seem to mess with Kane after the first two minutes or so, making
it a pretty pointless injury. Not bad here, but it didn’t do anything of
note for me.

Hurricane tries to sneak out of the building but winds up seeing
Godfather’s escorts changing clothes. Erection jokes are made using a
broom. This isn’t funny.

We recap Undertaker vs. Flair. Flair cost Taker a match against Rock at
No Way Out for reasons not clear, so Taker demanded a match here tonight.
Flair said no so Taker beat up Arn Anderson and Flair’s son David. The
Board made Flair step down as a result. Vince made this No DQ to be a
jerk.

Ric Flair vs. Undertaker

Flair goes straight for him to start and takes it to the floor
immediately, sending Taker over the announce table to pound away. Back in



and Flair punches Undertaker out to the floor where he’s staggering
around. Taker sends him into the barricade to put him down though and we
head back inside. We get the Flair Flip in the corner and then a second
one that sends Flair out to the floor.

Taker pounds him down by the timekeeper’s table, busting Ric open in the
process. Back in and Taker kicks him in his bloody head for good measure.
Taker pounds away in the corner but Flair comes back with some HARD
chops. There’s blood on the camera as Undertaker knocks Flair right back
down. A pretty awesome superplex puts Flair down but Undertaker pulls him
up at two because he’s EVIL. Taker hits a hard elbow to Flair’s head
before dropping the apron legdrop.

Back in and Flair pulls him up again before pounding away at Naitch’s
head. Flair avoids an elbow drop though and counters Old School for good
measure. Undertaker is bleeding from the cheek. A side slam stops Flair’s
comeback dead for two and we’re right back where we were a minute ago.
They head out to the floor where Flair pulls a lead pipe off of Taker’s
bike and blasts him in the forehead with it. A shot to the ribs has Taker
in trouble again and his head is busted open on top of that.

Flair finds a Keep Off sign and blasts Taker with it a few times as we
head back inside. Taker grabs him by the throat but Flair kicks him in
his old dead balls to break it up. Off to the Figure Four but Taker grabs
him by the throat to escape. The chokeslam gets two so Taker shoves the
referee down. He grabs the pipe again but here’s Arn Anderson with a
spinebuster for two. Taker LAUNCHED Flair out on the kickout too.

Anderson comes in and gets busted open via some shots to the head and is
put in a dragon sleeper (yes Taker used to use that) for good measure.
Flair breaks it up with a chair but gets kicked in the face. They botch
the Last Ride attempt (it almost looked like Flair was sandbagging him)
so Taker Tombstones him to end it.

Rating: C. Just a long punching match here for the most part which wasn’t
all that good. Anderson was a nice sight to see but it didn’t do much to
help Flair. The problem with Taker at this point was that he wouldn’t
sell ANYTHING and it made Flair look all the weaker in the process. So



naturally they made him world champion in like two months.

Booker T (wearing glasses for some reason) says he’s smart because he’s
wearing glasses. He claims to have aced the SAT and won an award for a
paper on Einstein’s Theory of Relatives. “He had two theories.” After
tonight, Edge can endorse a book about getting beaten up by Booker T.
This was the semi-infamous “THEY’RE FIGHTING OVER SHAMPOO!” feud, where
Edge stole a Japanese shampoo endorsement deal from Booker. It may sound
stupid, but you can’t say it’s been done.

Booker T vs. Edge

Booker gets in a cheap shot to start but the hometown boy comes back with
a dropkick and half nelson mat slam for two. A hot shot puts Edge down
again though as JR talks about government officials that are interested
in Mania. Edge gets clotheslined out to the floor and stomped a bit
before we head back inside. A missile dropkick gets two on Edge as this
is still all Booker. There’s a spinebuster for the same but Booker goes
up and gets crotched, allowing Edge to botch a top rope rana to put
Booker down.

Back up and Edge hits some clotheslines followed by the Edge-O-Matic for
two. Edge counters Booker’s corner sunset flip into a catapult but misses
the spear. There’s a superkick to put Edge down and it’s Spinarooni time.
Edge hits a fast spear for two and does a Spinarooni of his own. The
Edgecution hits and we’re done.

Rating: D+. The match sucked but the fans loved it that Edge came back
home and won. That being said, this shows one of the major problems with
this show: so many of the matches could have been aired on Raw but
instead they’re airing on Wrestlemania. They don’t feel big and that’s a
bad thing.

Hurricane insists he’s not a pervert but Mighty Molly hits him with a
frying pan for the pin and the title.

We recap Vince bringing in the NWO. They cost Austin the title at No Way
Out so Austin toyed with them for awhile, including kidnapping Hall. This
resulted in the NWO breaking a cinder block over Austin’s knee and it



hurt him so bad that he taped up the OTHER knee and limped on it for two
weeks.

Steve Austin vs. Scott Hall

That’s a pretty big fall for Austin from main event to this in just a
year. The injured Nash is with Hall here to try to make us believe Austin
isn’t winning in a walk. Austin immediately stomps him down in the corner
before Hall can even get his vest off. There’s the Thesz Press but Austin
has to go after Nash on the floor instead of following up. Back in and
Hall clotheslines him down for two as momentum shifts. Nash sneaks a
turnbuckle pad off as the other two fight in the corner.

Austin gets whipped back first into said buckle pad and Nash adds a right
hand for good measure. The fallaway slam gets two for Hall as does a hard
clothesline. Hall stomps away at Austin’s ribs and Nash gets in another
right hand to the head. Scott pounds away even more but Austin grabs a
Stunner out of nowhere. Nash makes the save and decks the referee though,
allowing for some good old NWO cheating.

Hall brings in a chair but Austin easily beats them both up and gives
them both Stunners. No referee though but we get a replacement, only for
Nash to drop an elbow on his back. The Outsider’s Edge is broken up and
Hall is backdropped out to the floor. A bunch of referees come out to
eject Nash as Hall sends Austin into the exposed buckle and hits a
Stunner of his own (good one too) for two. Austin gets up and they do the
EXACT same sequence but switch the people, allowing Austin to hit two
Stunners to win it.

Rating: C. Again, much like everything else tonight, this was just a
match. There was very little heat on this even though it was one of the
better matches of the night. The big problem with most of these matches
is that none of them feel special and that’s the case here. I
mean….Austin vs. Scott Hall? Maybe four years ago, but in 2002? That
doesn’t blow my skirt up.

Axxess video. That still looks awesome.

Tag Titles: Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Billy and Chuck vs. APA



Saliva plays the Dudleyz to the ring which gives us the VERY nice image
of Stacy in the Dudley attire dancing to the song. I’ve always thought
she never looked better than she did in those outfits. Billy and Chuck
are defending and this is elimination rules. Bradshaw jumps Chuck to
start but Billy saves him from the fallaway slam. Instead it’s Billy
taking it as it’s all Bradshaw so far.

A big belly to back suplex puts Chuck down again and it’s off to Faarooq.
The crowd is eerily silent for this. Chuck clips Faarooq in the jaw with
a right hand and it’s off to Billy for some choking. Billy loads up the
Fameasser but gets caught in a wicked powerslam. Back to Bradshaw as
things break down a bit. Billy tags in D-Von but the APA breaks up a 3D
attempt. Faarooq hits a spinebuster on Chuck on the floor and there’s the
big Clothesline to Billy, but Bradshaw walks into the 3D for the
elimination.

The Hardys and Dudleys start fighting for old times’ sake before Matt and
Jeff start beating on Chuck. The Dudleys load up a table but the Hardys
dive on them to slow it up. Back in and there’s the Whisper in the Wind
to Bubba. Stacy gets up on the apron and pulls up her shorts to distract
Jeff, only to get spanked and kissed. A Bubba Bomb slows down Billy
before Bubba chokes on Jeff with his shirt.

Things finally calm down a bit until we get to Jeff vs. Bubba again. With
D-Von’s help, Bubba manages a backdrop to put Jeff down again and puts on
a chinlock. D-Von comes in and runs over Jeff before pounding away in the
corner. A belly to back suplex gets two and it’s back to Bubba. Having a
regular tag match between these two is probably the best idea given how
lame Billy and Chuck were in the ring. Bubba stands on Jeff’s crotch in
the Tree of Woe before tagging in D-Von for some choking.

A clothesline by Jeff allows for the hot tag to Matt, only to see him
immediately run over by Bubba. The backsplash misses of course though and
Matt tries to speed it up a bit, only to get caught in What’s Up. Before
D-Von can dive though, the champions remember they’re in this too and
shove D-Von through the table on the floor. Matt pops up and it’s the
Twist into the Swanton for the pin on Bubba, leaving us with Billy and
Chuck against the Hardys.



A Side Effect puts Billy down and there’s Poetry in Motion for good
measure. Chuck gets the same along with a Twist of Fate. Jeff adds in the
Swanton but Billy sneaks in with a Fameasser on Jeff but Chuck can only
get two off o it. Instead it’s a belt shot to Jeff’s head for the pin by
Chuck to FINALLY end this.

Rating: D. This was only thirteen minutes long but MAN ALIVE was this a
chore to sit through. There was no need for this to be on the card and
everyone from the commentators to the fans had no interest in it. The
only good thing about this was how insanely hot Stacy looked. This could
have easily been cut and made this already bloated show a bit easier to
sit through.

The Outsiders want to beat up Rock to make up for Austin, but Hogan calls
them off because he needs to do this by himself. The Outsiders aren’t
sure about that but they agree….until Hogan leaves.

Molly tries to leave but gets hit in the face by a door to give Christian
the title.

We recap Hogan vs. Rock, which is the real main event of this show. Hogan
talked about how he was a legend but then the people turned on him. Rock
came out and said that it was Hogan that changed rather than the people.
He said Hogan had talked about main headlining Wrestlemania after
Wrestlemania, so how does he feel about headlining one more Wrestlemania
against the Rock. Hogan said yes and got a Rock Bottom for his trouble.

Then a week later, Hogan hit Rock in the back of the head with a hammer
and put him in an ambulance which he then rammed with a semi-truck. Since
this is 2002 and one of the dumbest years ever in wrestling, Rock was
back the next week. It’s one of those moments that was really REALLY
stupid and not needed at all.

Hollywood Hogan vs. The Rock

Both guys get solid pops as this is an old WWF city, which means Hogan
could set fire to a kitten orphanage and still be popular. The pre match
chants seem to favor Hulk, but here are some Rock fans to counter them.
They stare at each other and there’s the loudest pop for an opening bell



I can remember. Hogan shoves him down to start and the fans go NUTS. You
can tell Hogan is feeling it here. After a quick headlock Hogan runs him
over and poses, sending the crowd further into a frenzy.

A clothesline puts Rock down as the crowd is almost completely one sided.
Rock comes back with a jumping clothesline and the fans boo him out of
the freaking building. Rock says just bring it and knocks Hogan to the
floor with some right hands. Back in and Rock loads up the Rock Bottom
but Hogan escapes and elbows out of it. He rakes his boot over Rock’s
eyes to another big pop. There’s another big HOGAN chant for good
measure.

A belly to back suplex gets two for Hulk and there’s an abdominal stretch
for good measure. Hulk even adds in a rollup for two before raking Rock’s
back. Rock escapes and comes back with some chops in the corner but walks
into a chokeslam of all things from Hulk. He sends Rock out to the floor
as this is still almost one sided so far. Rock goes face first into the
steps and dropped on the barricade for good measure.

Hogan starts loading up the announce table but Rock fights back with
right hands. Rock gets a chair but the referee takes it away, allowing
Hogan to clothesline Rock down. Back inside and Rock is sent into the
referee. Rock comes back with a lame spinebuster and the Sharpshooter.
Hulk makes the rope but there’s no referee. Rock pulls him to the middle
of the ring but there’s still no referee.

The fans just lay into Rock now with the Rocky Sucks chants as he checks
on the referee. Hogan hits him low though and gets a pretty freaking good
Rock Bottom for two. Hogan takes off his weightlifting belt to whip
Rock’s back but Rock comes back with a DDT. There’s the Rock Bottom but
Hogan HULKS UP. The fans absolutely lose their minds now as Hogan shakes
his finger and hits the big boot, but the legdrop only gets two. Another
big boot hits but the second legdrop misses. There’s the Rock Bottom
again and a third for good mesaure. Rock nips up and hits the People’s
Elbow to end it.

Rating: B. This is a hard one to grade but I think it’s a lot like the
Hogan vs. Warrior match in the same building: the crowd carries it to a



much higher level than it deserves to be at which is just fine. The crowd
was completely eating up the nostalgia and there’s nothing at all wrong
with that. Hogan would get one of the longest ovations in history the
next night in Montreal and those two reactions were enough to put the
world title on him for a month soon after this. It wasn’t the best idea
in the world, but given those reactions I can understand why they did it.
This was a very fun match and should have been the main event.

Post match they stare each other down with Hogan holding his ribs. Hogan
extends his hand and Rock gladly shakes it. Hulk lets Rock pose but here
are the Outsiders. They yell at Hogan and beat him down, but Rock runs
back in for the save. Hall and Nash are dispatched and Rock and Hogan
stand tall, apparently having made up after Hogan HIT ROCK WITH A HAMMER
AND CRUSHING HIM WITH A SEMITRUCK. Rock has Hogan pose for the fans after
the match in another nostalgia moment.

Big Show is at WWF New York.

We get the attendance record announcement: 68,237, breaking the record
(presumably) held by Wrestlemania VI by about 600 people.

Women’s Title: Jazz vs. Lita vs. Trish Stratus

Jazz is defending as these three get the death spot after that last
match. Trish looks GREAT in a Canadian Maple Leaf themed outfit as the
hometown girl. Jazz gets double teamed to start as you can hear the crowd
not caring at all. Jazz comes back almost immediately with a half crab on
Trish and the double chickenwing on Lita. A kick to Trish’s ample chest
sends her out to the floor but Lita pounds on the champion to take over.

A Cena spinning powerbomb gets two on Jazz but she isn’t interested in
being on defense that long. She loads Lita up for a superplex but Trish
breaks it up with an electric chair for two. All three are back in now
and Lita gets a weak clothesline to put Jazz down. Trish loads up
Stratusfaction but Jazz breaks it up and gets two off a splash on Lita. A
release fisherman’s suplex gets two on Trish as Jerry lists off countries
the show is airing in. Jazz is knocked to the floor so we can have the
brawl that people actually care about.



A bad looking backdrop puts Trish down but Jazz comes back in, only to
walk into the Twist of Fate. Lita teases taking her top off but tries a
moonsault instead, only hitting Trish’s knees. Trish chops at Lita but
they collide coming out of the corner. Lita sends Jazz to the floor and
breaks up a Stratusfaction attempt by sending Trish to the floor. Lita
goes up but gets crotched, allowing Jazz to hit a fisherman’s buster off
the middle rope on Lita to retain.

Rating: D-. Trish looked great and Lita wasn’t bad either, but DEAR
GOODNESS no one cared about Jazz. For the life of me I don’t get why
Trish didn’t win the title here. She would eventually take the title off
Jazz in like a month. On Raw. In Toronto. You know, not HERE AT
WRESTLEMANIA IN TORONTO.

Maven jumps Christian as he leaves and steals the title again, finally
ending this stupid joke.

WWF World Title: HHH vs. Chris Jericho

HHH won the Rumble to get this show. Drowning Pool does HHH’s entrance
and it SUCKS. That’s meant to be an old school rock song, not a bad metal
version. The big story here is that HHH got tired of his wife Stephanie
being all annoying and saying she could do whatever she wanted because
anyone that opposed her would have to deal with HHH so he yelled at her,
sending her over to Jericho. If you actually believe Jericho has anything
resembling a chance here, I feel sorry for you. He does get a face pop
though. Oh and HHH’s repaired quad is “hanging by a thread”.

Stephanie starts screeching as soon as the bell rings. Jericho takes him
to the corner to start and bends the leg around the rope to a bit of an
effect. HHH fires back with some right hands and the fans don’t seem to
care. A backdrop puts Jericho down as does a clothesline. HHH comes back
with the jumping knee to the face but hurts the bad leg in the process.

Jericho hits a backdrop to send HHH to the outside as they’re getting
close to plodding territory. The champion spends too much time posing and
is sent into the barricade for his troubles. A suplex on the floor lays
out Jericho but HHH takes too much time loading up the announce table,
allowing the champion to kick the bad leg out. Back inside now and HHH



gets all CEREBRAL BABY and goes after Jericho’s leg.

After a good look at Stephanie’s rocking cleavage, there’s a figure four
by HHH. Stephanie digs her nails into HHH’s eyes to break it up though,
causing HHH to go after her. Jericho charges into Stephanie by mistake
and into the ring she goes. HHH loads up the Pedigree on his wife but
Jericho hits a missile dropkick to break it up. HHH’s leg is wrapped
around the post a few times and Stephanie kicks him in the leg for good
measure.

Back in again and Jericho cranks on the leg. The match isn’t bad so far
but it’s doing nothing to draw my interest. The leg is wrapped around the
post again and there’s the Figure Four around the post (on the correct
leg and everything!) for good measure. Back in and HHH is taken down to
the mat to stop a comeback bid before Jericho puts on an Indian
Deathlock. HHH finally kicks Jericho away, sending him shoulder first
into the post.

There’s a neckbreaker to Chris but he’s up first anyway. A clothesline
gets two for HHH as Stephanie cheers for Jericho. The facebuster puts HHH
down but he hurts his own leg again. The spinebuster gets two for HHH but
Jericho is still up first. HHH is sent over the corner and out to the
floor where Jericho loads up the announce table again. Jericho tries to
put him in the Walls on the announce table ala the night HHH tore his
quad but HHH fights out. Instead he loads up a Pedigree but Jericho
backdrops him through the other table.

Back in and Jericho hits the Lionsault for two and there are the Walls
for good measure. Jericho pulls him away from the ropes so HHH crawls
again to make them. Stephanie offers a distraction so Jericho can bring
in a chair but HHH counters with a DDT onto said chair. The crowd is DEAD
for this. Stephanie comes in for no apparent reason and we finally get to
see HHH Pedigree her. A chair shot to the head puts HHH down for two so
Jericho loads up a Pedigree of his own. That gets countered into a
slingshot and the real Pedigree gives HHH the title back.

Rating: C+. The match itself was ok but the crowd really drags it down.
The problem with this match is that it went on after EVERYTHING else



tonight and everyone is so freaking tired that no one cared. It didn’t
help that HHH might have been a more obvious winner than Austin four
years ago so we had to sit through 19 minutes until we got to the clear
finish. The match itself was nothing special either. It was Jericho
kicking him in the leg for the whole match before HHH escaped the Walls
and hitting the Pedigree to win it. The match isn’t bad, but it’s
completely lacking anything memorable.

HHH celebrates to end the show.

Overall Rating: C-. FINALLY this is over. This is a show that collapsed
under its own weight. Nothing on here other than Rock vs. Hogan is
memorable at all and even worse, nothing else felt like it belonged at
Wrestlemania. The show was lacking the emotion that it needed and you
could tell the crowd wasn’t interested. It certainly isn’t a horrible
show, but it’s dying to have about 45 minutes cut off. Do that and this
is WAY easier to sit through. There’s a very big difference between
something being bad and something being dull, and this was much more on
the dull side.

Ratings Comparison

Rob Van Dam vs. William Regal

Original: C

Redo: B-

Diamond Dallas Page vs. Christian

Original: D+

Redo: C

Maven vs. Goldust

Original: N/A

Redo: N/A

Kurt Angle vs. Kane



Original: C+

Redo: C-

Undertaker vs. Ric Flair

Original: B

Redo: C

Edge vs. Booker T

Original: C

Redo: D+

Steve Austin vs. Scott Hall

Original: D

Redo: C

Billy and Chuck vs. APA vs. Dudley Boys vs. Hardy Boys

Original: F

Redo: D

Rock vs. Hollywood Hogan

Original: C+

Redo: B

Jazz vs. Trish Stratus vs. Lita

Original: F+

Redo: D-

HHH vs. Chris Jericho

Original: C+



Redo: C+

Overall Rating

Original: C

Redo: C-

I went back and forth a lot on that one but it still came out about the
same. That’s intersting.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/25/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-18-should-have-been-hogan-vs-austin/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2000 Monday Nitro and
Thunder Reviews Part 1 (also available as an e-book) from
Amazon. Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/02/22/new-book-kbs-monday-n
itro-thunder-reviews-volume-vii-january-june-2000/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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